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BOARD 1: AGENDA
Introduction. Here we have The Art of War by Sun Tzu – one
of the great military classics. However, the name of this book
isn’t the Art of War, and it wasn’t written by Sun Tzu. Does
this book written 23 hundred years ago have anything to say
about today’s war in Afghanistan?
Introduce myself: Hi, I’m John Lemay and welcome to my
basement war room.
Agenda: This video the second in The Great Military
Philosophers on Afghanistan Series. In it I will introduce Sun
Tzu, the Art of War, consider if ”war is a vital matter of state”
and give my opinion that the US has lost the Afghan War.
Transition: So let’s begin by talking about Sun Tzu.
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BOARD 2: SUN TZU
• “Master Sun”. Tzu = Master. Sun Wu is his
real name.
• Born in state of Ch’i - a contemporary of
Confucius.
• Lived from 544 to 496 BC (?).
• Employed by the King of Wu.
• In 509 B.C. Sun Wu defeated Chu a strong
state to the west of Wu and thus deserves
the title of “Master” or Tzu.
• Statements from a “Master” require no
proof. (Contrast with Napoleon’s Maximums
and Patton’s Leadership Principles).
BOARD 3: THE ART OF WAR
• The Art of War actually is titled “Master Sun’s
Military Methods.”
• 1972 a new text was discovered that is over
1,000 years older than previous texts (buried
between 140 and 118 B.C.)
• New text contains five additional chapters (before
we only had 13).
• Griffith: Complied in period of 400-320
B.C. Griffith believes that consistent style and
thematic development means it was written by
one individual with experience in war.
• Wilson: Complied 330-320 B.C.
• Ames: The Art of War may have emerged as a
process rather than a single event - it may have
been authored by several people over several
generations.
• It was written during the “Warring States” Period
5th to 3rd century B.C. where warfare
transformed from small battles focused on nobles
to encounters between Armies with over a
100,000 Soldiers.
• Thesis is that war is serous business that must
be waged by professional leaders who study
it. He then describes the aspects of war to study.
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BOARD 4: WAR IS A VITAL MATTER
"War is a vital matter of state. It is the field
on which life or death is determined and the
road that leads to either survival or ruin, and
must be examined with the greatest care."
(Ames)
• True for individual Soldiers.
• True for states during the waring state
period.
• May not be true for the USA.
• No near-peer neighbors.
• Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
• Lost Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan so what?
• Cost of the Afghan War:
• As of July 27, 2018, there have been
2,372 U.S. military deaths. 20,320
American servicemembers have also
been wounded in action during the
war. There have been 1,720 U.S.
civilian contractor fatalities.
• 329,365,000+ people in USA.
• 40,000+ dead by car accidents & 4.5
million seriously injured in
2018. 2001-2018 = ~681,000 dead &
72 million injured.
• 1.5 to 5.9 Trillion dollars. Includes
interest, VA benefits, etc. Just DoD is
about 3 Trillion, just Afghanistan closer
to 1.5 Trillion.
• US Revenues 3.3 Trillion, Outlays
4.1Trillion, GDP ~20 Trillion.
• Opportunity cost - Russia in Georgia
and Crimea?
• Global authority / reputation?
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BOARD 5: THE AFGHAN WAR - LOST
• I’m not comfortable saying that while we still have soldiers deployed in harm’s way, but I also
believe it is necessary to make assessments of a war after 18 years of fighting.
• Objectives of the war are an Islamic Republic allied to the United States and able to control its
own territory.
• Islamic Republic. Questionable after upcoming deal with Taliban. Women will likely be
disenfranchised and we have to question if a country is a republic when 50% of the
population aren’t citizens.
• Allied to the United States. Again, questionable after deal with Taliban. The Afghans will
have a major political realignment after the US-Taliban deal is struck and what emerges
as the formal government in Afghanistan may certainly not be allied to the US.
• Able to control its own territory. No chance.
• 2000 DoS Patterns of Global Terrorism report stated "The Taliban, which controlled
most Afghan territory, permitted the operation of training and indoctrination facilities
for non-Afghans and provided logistics support to members of various terrorist
organizations and mujahidin, including those waging jihads (holy wars) in Central
Asia, Chechnya, and Kashmir. Throughout 2000 the Taliban continued to host
Usama Bin Ladin despite UN sanctions and international pressure to hand him
over to stand trial in the United States or a third country."
• Today’s CIA Factbook lists 14 terrorist groups active in Afghanistan.
• Al Qaeda - alternate view of war aims – global organization.
• Encouraged by Vietnam - despite 58,220 dead, 2,600 missing and torture for the US and around
3 million dead and agent orange for the Vietnamese we now have thriving trade, military
cooperation and tourism. There is very little animosity and it looks like our relationship with
Vietnam may be a significant strategic advantage in the future. China is driving this. It gives me
hope that we’ve transitioned our loss in the Vietnam War after 45 years into an advantageous
relationship.
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Conclusion: Today I gave a brief background on Sun Tzu and the Art of War. Then I argued that
war is not a vital matter for the United States today. Finally I discussed why I believe the United
States has lost the Afghan War.
• If this presentation was valuable, please like and share on social media. The videos will be
posted on my website, YouTube, Facebook, and LinkedIn. Simply search for
“thebasementwarroom” on any of these sites.
• Please comment!
• Additionally, if you would like a look behind the scenes of The Basement War Room, sign up for
the newsletter on my website. https://mailchi.mp/83e750381519/thebasementwarroom
• Thank you for watching!
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